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International SEO 
Although the HOTH was originally intended to be English only, and primarily 
focused on US, UK, and Australian markets, many customers from foreign 
countries have come to us asking if the HOTH would work on foreign keywords.  

In the beginning, we didn’t know if it would work, but our customers kept coming 
back again and again reporting positive results.  This document was created to 
show evidence of these reports. 

Arguably, the HOTH may work even better in foreign countries since some of 

these markets are not as developed/competitive as the English market. 

We accept foreign keywords on the following products: 

The HOTH  

HOTH Blitz 
HOTH Local 

Content 
All of our content is still created in English.  Since our content producers and 

builders only speak English, we place the anchors normally at the end the 
paragraph, with a short introduction.  Generally, the links would be placed in a 
similar fashion to:  

For more information see: [keyword] 

The articles are still semantically relevant even if they are not written in the 
target language.  All the keywords are placed exactly as give to us. 

http://www.thehoth.com/link-building-service/
https://www.thehoth.com/hothblitz/
http://www.thehoth.com/local/


Recommendations 
International SEO / Localization is based on a number of different factors 
including language, server location, TLD, etc. Moz has a good guide that 
highlights some of the most important factors here.  After all these factors are 

optimized it’s helpful to get localized links as well to build a foundation for the 
ultra-targeted links you’ll get from the HOTH.  

With that said, International SEO works basically the same as normal 
campaigns with the exception that we will just be using keywords that are not 

English. 

The Results 
The following are all campaigns and keywords that the HOTH has worked on. 
Some keywords are foreign, some are simply localized for countries outside of 

the US.  

While these are anecdotal and there are many other factors in making these 
site’s rank, our customers have reported success with using the HOTH on 
foreign sites / keywords. 

URLs, names, and other information may be blurred for privacy. 

https://moz.com/learn/seo/international-seo


Brazilian Site (Google BR) 

Brazilian Site, Portuguese Keywords 



Brazilian Site, Portuguese Keywords 

Netherlands Site, Dutch Keywords 



Belgian Site, Dutch Keywords 

Danish Site, Danish/English Keywords 



Testimonials 

Below are translations from a Brazilian site where the HOTH is recommended. 
Original on the left, Translation on the right (from Google translate). 

“I have worked with some customers with sites in PT with excellent results.” 

“Portuguese, English,  Spanish, German, Hungarian… certain markets much 
easier because there is not much competition…” 



Below is a testimonial from a customer that has sites in France and Germany, 
claiming these sites rank purely based on the HOTH 

Below is a testimonial from a customer in Australia 




